R&B PIANO SOLOS

4  AFTER THE LOVE IS GONE
10  BEN
14  DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING TO?
19  ENDLESS LOVE
22  THE FIRST TIME EVER I SAW YOUR FACE
30  I HEAR A SYMPHONY
34  I HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE
40  I'LL BE THERE
25  MY GIRL
46  REUNITED
50  STAND BY ME
56  SWEET LOVE
60  THIS MASQUERADE
68  THREE TIMES A LADY
74  TOUCH ME IN THE MORNING
63  UNDER THE BOARDWALK
80  VISION OF LOVE
84  YOU KEEP ME HANGIN' ON
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE

Words and Music by DAVID FOSTER, JAY GRAYDON and BILL CHAMPLIN
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING TO?
Theme from MAHOGANY

Words by GERRY GOFFIN
Music by MIKE MASSER

Slowly, with expression

With pedal
I HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE

Words and Music by NORMAN WHITFIELD
and BARRETT STRONG

Moderately
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I’LL BE THERE

Words and Music by BERRY GORDY, HAL DAVIS, WILLIE HUTCH and BOB WEST

Moderately, with expression

With pedal

mp
THIS MASQUERADE

Words and Music by
LEON RUSSELL

Moderately

mp

simile
UNDER THE BOARDWALK

Words and Music by ARTIE RESNICK
and KENNY YOUNG

Moderately, with a beat
TOUCH ME IN THE MORNING

Words and Music by RONALD MILLER
and MICHAEL MASSER

Moderate ballad, expressively

With pedal

mp

pp $\frac{1}{3}$
VISION OF LOVE

Moderately slow, bluesy

Words and Music by MARIAH CAREY
and BEN MARGULIES
YOU KEEP ME HANGIN' ON

Words and Music by EDDIE HOLLAND, LAMONT DOZIER and BRIAN HOLLAND

Moderately, with a beat

With light pedal
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